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EDITORIAL.
At the regular meeting of the Board of Trustees of Trinity
College on Saturday, April 30, :i:904, the Reverend Flavel Sweeten
Luther, Ph.D., Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy,
was unanimously chosen to succeed the Reverend Geo. Williamson
Smith, LL.D., as President of the College.
In his new office Professor Luther will have the hearty support
of the Trustees, the Faculty, the Alumni, and the students. Few
men possess to such a degree as he does the happy faculty of making hosts of frienCis and no enemies, yet at the same time he does
not lack that sterner quality which sees clearly the right, and is not
to be swerved frotn it by any considerations of temporary expediency.
The office of college president at the present day demands
unusual capabilities, for it has undergone far less differentiation
and specialization than almost any other important office. It is
true that in larger institutions much of the work of discipline and
personal intercourse with the students has been placed in the
nds of deans or similar officers, and the president has also been
relieved froin actual class-room work, but that is all. In the near
future it is likely we shall see the duties of the present college
president subdivided so as to make at least three different offices.
Of these the first must be filled by a scholar, who can devote himself wholly to the educational questions of his day and of his institution. He must be thoroughly in touch with the continual advance of literati1re and science, ready at once, with broad mind,
to adopt the good and reject the bad. " Homo sum; humanum
nihil a me alienum puto."
The second office has little in common with the first. It must
be filled by an accomplished public speaker, who shall represent
the institution before the public. If he be also something of a
scholar and have some conception of educational matters, so much
the better, but these are merely ancillary accomplishments.
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The third office has nothing in cormnon with the other
and concerns wholly the material side of the progress of the
The incumbent has no need to be a scholar or a
economic expenditure with the largest results.
how students can best be housed and fed, how far it is possible,
without undue extravagance, to indulge the tastes of the
of his faculty for advanced courses or limited classes, and, sad
relate, he must also be able to increase materially the endowment
funds of the institution which he serves.
Add to these three offices, in the case of the President of
Trinity College, the office of Chaplain, nearly all the work of
dean, and considerable actual class-room work as professor,
it should appear that the position is not a sinecure.
As the matter has been excellently put by a member of
Doard of Trustees in a recent number of the BuLLETIN:
" The calls of collegiate presidential work cover the
part of the gamut of human capacity. Strange as it may
if a competent committee were called upon to select four persons
for very responsible positions- for example, the head of a great
railroad system, a justice of the Supreme Court, a president of
the land, and a college president- I venture to say that they
would find that their hardest work lay in filling the Ia t place.
Not that the last would be the greatest man, but the wide range of
versatility required by the holder of the last-mentioned place and
es entiat to its being successfully filled could be dispensed with
in many particulars in a man who could successfully fill any of the
other three. A man can be a great jurist and in the practical
affairs of business life have but meager capacity ; another may
prove a remarkable railroad president and the absence of a broad
education or lofty ideals not materially detract from his fitne ;
a man of merely respectable knowledge, but gifted with an intuitive capacity for statesmanship, may yet be a safe and wise director
of national affairs.
But the successful college head must be a broad man in the
broad sense of the term- broad in that he can successfully blend
those two seemingly most antagonistic elements, the ideal and the
practical. He must be a man to whom the ideal can never be
dwarfed by the material, but who will never allow the material
to be hid from view by the entimental."
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It is no wonder that the Trustees felt they must take time for
when it came to selecting a man to perform these
••wu:u11J1u duties, and it is no wonder that after mature deliberation
choice fell on Professor Luther.
Professor Luther will assume his full duties on July Ist, · and
formal inauguration will probably take place some time in
We add a brief sketch of Professor Luther's life, and copies
two resolutions, one passed by the student body, the other by
Faculty:
Flavel Sweeten Luther was born in Brooklyn, Conn., in 1850.
graduated from Trinity in 1870 and was an instructor in the
WJtacme High School until 1881, when he was made professor of
and astronomy in Kenyon College, of which instituhe was later offered the presidency. In 1883 he was made
professor of mathematics and astronomy at Trinity)
position he still holds. He was for years consulting enfor the Pope Manufacturing Company, and made the
•Jleck<)nings for the Pope bevel gear chainless bicycle. He also
the reckonings for the first .scientific velodrome track in
Dr. Luther is a member of the American Society
Engineers. In 1896 he received a degree of Ph.D. from
, and the Board of Trustees on April 30, 1904, bestowed
him the degree of LL.D.

Resolutions passed by the student body on May 3, 1904:
The Trustees of Trinity College have, at their stated meeting
formally and unanimously elected to the Presidency Flavel S.
, Ph.D., now professor and acting President of this College; and
WHEREAS, The said Professor Luther is, and long has been, greatly
~ste1~m<~<l and beloved by us; therefore be it
lved, That we, the student body of Trinity College, do hereby
to Professor Luther our heartiest congratulations upon his election,
most cordially welcome him to his new position of honor and trust,
.ooking forward confidently to the great prosperity of our Alma Mater
~nn<PnnPnt on his assumption of the presidential duties; and that we do
pledge to him our loyal support in the administration of th e duties
his office; and be it further
WHEREA S,

..,,• ..,·mhl
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Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be presented to
Luther, and copies sent to THE TRINITY TABLET, and to the daily press.

Resolution passed by the Faculty at their meeting
3, 1904:
That the Faculty express to Proiessor Luther the great
with which they have heard of his election to the Presiden~y of the
lege; and that they assure him their heartiest cooperation.

To these resolutions of the Faculty Professor Luther
as follows:
I beg to acknowledge with sincere thanks . .
Faculty in reference to my election as President.
Although I said to the members of the Faculty some small part
what I feel, yet I am glad to record more formally my gratitude for
attitude of sympathetic friendliness, and for their promise of coi:i
It is my earnest hope to continue in the . enjoyment of their good
as we work together with a common purpose.
Very truly yours,

F. S. LUTHER,
Acting President.

AN EARLY ENGLISH EDITION OF CALVIN'S
INSTITUTES.
Among the books recently presented to the College by Mr.
•>U'w•~:" Derwent Hartley of the class of 1893 is one which must
be accounted a notable addition to the literary treasures of
Library. This is a well-preserved copy of the English transof John Calvin's greatest work, printed at London in 1587.
interest and its associations appeal alike to the historian, the
~leOIOg-J.an, and the student of literature. Though the work is
known by its Latin title, Institutio Christianae Religionis, in
English dress the title reads: The Institution of Christian Rewritten in La tine by Mr. John Calvine, and translated into
•.a:..tq;•.•~u according to the Author's last edition, with sundry Tables
finde' the principall matters entreated of in this booke, and also
declaration of places of Scripture therein expounded, by
Thomas Norton. Whereunto there are newly added in the
llfn,,ro·~>nt of the booke, notes conteyning in briefe the substance of
matter handled in each section. At London Printed by H.
, for W. Norton. Anno Dom. I587.
Those versed in church history know the significance of the
•r~snn.~H·a and the causes which gave it birth.
Briefly, the facts
these: The attitude of Francis I. of France toward the early
was shamefully vacillating. When his great rival,
the Emperor Charles V., was supported by the Pope, Francis
a ntvoJrea and encouraged the reformers; but when Francis's own
policy and politics needed the aid of the Papacy, he did not hesitate to repress and persecute cruelly the Protestants in his dominions. So, in his desire not to break with the Protestant
princes of Germany, he instructed his ambassador to assure them
that it was against the Anabaptists, and those sects which called
' measures al\.d
question all civil magistracy, that his repressive
severities were directed. Calvin was in Basel, whither he had
retired from Paris in 1534· Indignant at the calumny thus cast
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upon his fellow believers, he hastily prepared for the press IllS
Institutio, upon which he had been engaged for some time, and
it was published at Basel in March, I536, a year which saw six
Protestants executed in the public squares of Paris, in the presence of the court. Calvin intended his work to be both a manual
of Christian doctrine and a statement of the reformed faith. He
had the boldness to dedicate it to King Francis himself, and this
dedication is a manly and eloquent plea for justice and openmindedness on the part of the King. The words Calvin and
Calvinism have long been synonyms for all that was stern, har h,
and narrow in earlier and later Protestantism. For such a view
of the man and his doctrine this famous dedication to Francis
affords no warrant or justification whatsoever. To quote from
this early English version a few of its passages, therefore, will
serve the double purpose of showing Calvin in a new light to
some, and of exhibiting a minor example of that splendid sixteenth century prose in which are enshrined at least two imperishable literary monuments, the English Bible and the Plays of
Shakespeare.
After saying that his original intention was only " to teach
certaine introductions, whereby they that are touched with some
zeale of religion might be instructed to true godlines," Calvin
thus addresses the King: " But when I perceived, that the furious
rage of some wicked men hath so farre prevailed in your realme,
that in it there is no roome for sound doctrine: I thought I should
do a thing worth my travaile, all in one worke both to give an
instruction for them, and to declare a confession to you: wherehie ye may learne what maner of doctrine that is, against which
those furious men burne in so great rage, who at this daie trouble
your realme with sword & fire.
"Wherefore I doe not unjustly require, most victorious King,
that it may please you to take into your owne hand t.he whole
hearing of the cause which hitherto hath bene troublesomely
handled or rather carelessly tossed without all order of lawe,
more by outragious heate than judicial gravitie. Neither yet
thinke, that I here go about to make mine owne private defen e,
whereby I may procure to myself a safe returne into my native
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to which altho'ugh I beare such affection of natural love
becommeth me: yet as the case nowe is, I not miscontentedly
it. But I take upon mee the common cause of all the godly,
and the cause of Christ himselfe, which at this day having
by all meanes torne & troden downe in your Kingdome,
as it were in dispaired case, and that indeede rather by the
tyrranie of certaine Pharises than by your owne knowledge . . . .
" But our doctrine must be advanced hie above all glorie of
world, must stand unvanquishable above all power: because it
not ours, but the doctrine of the living God and of his Christ.
. . Our adversaries indeede do erie out to the contrarie, and
that we falsely pretende the worde of God, whereof we be
wicked corrupters. But how this is not onely a malicious
- .,.bnn•-lPr, but also a notable shamelesness, you your selfe by
••·""uuJ~ our confession, may according to your wisedome judge."
The dedication ends with a passage so proud and noble in
that it must be quoted entire: " This preface is in a maner
to the quantitie of a whole booke of defense, whereby I
not to make a defense indeede, but onelie to mollifie yot1r
a forehand to give audience to the disclosing of our cause:
. ,.,hu·h your minde, though it be now turned away and estranged
us, yea and enftamed against us, yet we trust that we shalbe
to recover the favor therof, if you shal once have without
and troublous affection red over this our confession,
...,,,."'." we will to be in steed of a defence for us to your majestie.
if the whisperings of the malicious do so possesse your eares,
there is no place for accused men to speake for themselves:
if those outragious f~ries doe still with your winking at
exercise crueltie with prisoning, tormenting, cutting and
g: we shall in deede, as sheepe appointed o the slaughter,
be brought to all extremities, yet so that in our patience we shall
possesse our soules, and waite for the strong hand of the Lord:
shall without doubt be present in time, and stretch foorth
-··-~···~ armed , both to deliver the poore out of affliction, and to
vengeance on the despisers, which now triumph with so
The Lorde the King of Kinges stablish your
with righteousnesse, and your seate with equitie, most
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The Institutio embodied a complete outline of the theolOII!'lCII
system which has ever since borne its author's name, and,
changes were made in later editions, in none of them, nor in
of his later works, did he change his views on any essential
from what they were at the date of the first publication of
I nstitutio (I 536). The remarkable fact that Calvin was
twenty-five years old when he produced this work has led a
writer to say that ' It may be doubted if the history of
presents us with another instance of a book written at so early
age, which has exercised such a prodigious influence upon
opinions and practices both of contemporaries and of posterity.
The last edition that Calvin himself corrected appeared
Geneva in 1559. An English translation of this Genevan
was at once begun by Thomas Norton ( 1532-84), a young Ia
and man of letters. It was published at London in 1561
b~fore 1600 passed through five editions.
The copy
by Mr. Hartley to the College Library belongs to the fourth
tion. This English translation and its translator fully merit
few words on their own account.
Norton, in his preface to our 1587 edition, reviews the
of the three previous issues and tells how he came to
the work. Having briefly explained the nature of the Instituti.
he says: "So great a jewel was meete to be made most beneficiall,
that is to say, applied to most common use. Therefore in the very
beginning of the Queenes majesties most blessed reigne, I translated it out of Latin into English, for the commoditie of
church of Christ, at the speciall request of my deere friends
worthy memory Reginald Wolfe and Edward Whitchurch, the
one her Majesties Printer for the Hebrewe, Greeke, & Latine
tongues, the other her highnes printer of the bookes of comm011
Prayer. I performed my worke in the house of my said friende
Edward Whitchurch, a man well knowen of upright heart and
dealing, an auncient zealous Gospeller, as plaine and true a friend
as ever I knewe living, and as desirous to doe any thing to common good, specially by the advancement of true religion."
• W . Lindsay Alexander, D. D.
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After a detailed account of his method of translating, he con.:
: " Beside all this, I privately required many and generally
men with whome I ever had any talke of this matter, that if
found any thing either not truely translated, or not plainely
they would enforme me there of, promising either to
. .'"""'"'them or to amend it. Since which time I have not bene
-..tv••rt;o,rl by any man of any thing which they would require to
altered. Neither had I my selfe, by reason of my profession
otherwise occupied, any Ieasure to peruse it. And that is
cause, why not only at the second and thirde time, but also at
impression, you have no change at all in the worke, but alto._,.th,•r as it was before. . . . I confesse indeede it is not finely
pleasantly written, nor carieth with it such delitefull grace
spech as some great wise men have bestowed upon some foolthinges, yet it conteineth sound trueth set foorth with faithplainnes e without wrong done to the authors meaning: and
if you accept and use it, you shal not £aile to have great profit
and I shall thinke my labour verie well imployed.
Iorton."
As the translator of Calvin, Norton has long since been forgotten; but he has always had a place- perhaps it would be
better to say a foot-note- in English literature, owing to his
joint authorship with Thomas Sackville, Earl of Dorset ( IS36I6o8), of Gorbodttc, the first English tragedy in blank verse.
Curiously enough, this tragedy was first acted on January I8,
156I, in the very same year which saw the first publication of
·orton's translation of Calvin. Three acts of Gorbodttc were
written by Norton, the last two by Sackville, and though they were
the first English writers to employ blank verse in the drama, the
critics are generally agreed that Norton and Sackville showed
little sense of its adaptability to high artistic purposes, and later
readers have invariably found Gorboduc appallingly heavy and
dull. As Norton must have been at work upon both the play and
the translation at about the same time, as shown by the dates of
the production of the play and the publication of the book, we
commend to those industrious monograph writers who seek the
ultimate causes of things the nice question: "What influence
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had the labor of translating Calvin upon the
Gorboduc ? "
As no full collation of a copy of the 1587 edition has
found in any accessible bibliography, the following is here
pended: The volume consists of 628 leaves, or 1256 pages.
twelve preliminary leaves containing the dedication and the
faces of author and translator are unnumbered, as are also the
109 leaves, which contain the table, or index. The
leaves are numbered from 1 to 507, and on the verso of leaf
( Sig. Ttt 3) in place of the more usual Finis is the exr>res,SIWI
phrase "Prayse Be To God. T. N." The signatures, with
exception of A, which has but four leaves, are in eights and
as follows: ~. A, B-IIIi, the last leaf blank. These errata in
signatures may also be noted:
GGg3 is inco;rectly printed GGg.
MMm3 is incorrectly printed LL13.
ZZz3 is incorrectly printed Zz3.
FFFf3 is incorrectly printed GGGg3.
W. N.C.

LABORATORY NOTES.
The qua9rant electrometer has again attained its old place of
esteem in the physical laboratory after a few years of comparative
neglect. This is largely due to its value in the quantitative determination of radio-activity, and . also to the discovery of the
quartz suspension, which increases its efficiency tenfold. Almost
every laboratory has some ancient type, where sensitiveness was
sacrificed to multiplex adjustments and general beauty of finish.
But the modern electrometer, with a needle of gilded paper, or
silvered mica, and a delicate quartz suspension, may be made in
two or three days and is then a better instrument than the
most expensive one of the old school. The author has constructed
one of five needles and five sets of quadrants. The needles were
of silvered mica supported on a light aluminum wire, the points
being made with shellac and covered with graphite to make them
good conductors. The whole suspended portion weighed less
than three grams, and a correspondingly delicate fibre made the
whole an exceedingly sensitive instrument that could measure
down to a millionth of a volt with ease, with only a moderate
char<Ye on the quadrants. The question of conveying the electricity to the needle is the most difficult part of the problem.
The easiest way is to have the axis of the needle dipped into
strong sulphuric ~cid, and make the contact through the acid.
l\Iercury is not desirable on account of its high surface tension,
that may produce the most unaccountable deviations. Perhaps
a better method, however, is to have the contact through the suspension. This may be effected either by silvering the quartz, as
one would silver a mirror, or by simply rendering it hygroscopic
with calcium chloride, or by depositing platinum from platinum
tetrachloride. This last process consists in coating the fibre with
a strong solution of the chloride and then heating it above 100° C.,
when the platinum will be deposited. The heating is best accomplished by a bent piece of platinum wire rendered white hot by an
e ctric current. This will not distort the quartz even if the wire
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touches it. This method, however, seems to make the fibre
and I have had but little success with it.
Of course, the most familiar way of using the
is to charge the quadrants from a water battery to a difference
potential of one or two hundred volts, and ground the middle
the battery ; the needle is connected to one end of the source
potential which is to be measured, and the other end of this
is groun-ded; or it perhaps is e_qually expedient to have the
and one pair of quadrants at the fixed potential, and charge
remaining pair of quadrants from the unknown source.
is still a third way, that makes· this useful instrument adaptable
measuring small alternating voltages with a high degree of
cision, and the author has made use of this property quite
tensively. Here no auxiliary battery can be used ; but one
of quadrants and the needle are connected to one terminal of
E. M. F. to be measured, and the other pair of quadrants to
second terminal. The resulting deflection is of course a ."'"·"'..._
of the impressed E. M. F. This sounds very simple, but in
tice there are numerous difficulties to be encountered. In the
place, the two electrometer terminals (one from the needle
·one quadrant, and the other from the remaining quadrant)
be short circuited until just before the reading is taken, and
the transfer to the terminals of the alternating E. M. F.
be made almost instantaneously. If this is not done the
charges residing in anything with which they may come in
tact, and even the varying potential of the air, will cause a
tive instrument to oscillate violently unless great precautions
taken. To illustrate this: if one of the terminals is left proj
into the air, and the other touched by an insulated iron bar
some size, a deflection indicating a large flow of electricity
produced. If the bar is removed this will gradually subside,
a rate dependent upon the humidity of the air and the degree
insulation maintained in the instrument. If the terminals
joined the needle is at once brought to zero, so it is evident
this is the best arrangement prior to a reading. The
to the two " live " terminals can be conveniently made
discharge keys so arranged that by pressing both simul
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two instrument terminals are separated and joined to the two
live" ends almost together and in a very short space of time.
To obtain quantitative results the instrument must be caliMy first ·attempt when measuring alternating potentials
to use a direct potential measured by a standard volt metre.
I found that the caljbration-curve thus obtained was very
-.t1ff••rPr,t from that resulting from the use of alternating voltages,
latter giving smaller deflections for the same pressure. This
readily explained by the fact that I was then using a sulphuric
contact, and the additional capacity, thus introduced in that
p ranc:h of the circuit, would obviously reduce the difference of
IIJotential between needle and quadrant, when alternating currents
used. This reduction of pressure, it seems to me, might be
use of to measure the capacity of small electrolytic cells by
the path to the needle by way of the cell.
Having noted this difficulty the calibration was made by senda measured alternating current through a measured r~sistance
using the known difference of potential at the ends of the re• ista:nce as an alternating voltage to deflect the needle. The
thus obtained was parabolic in form, and the points lay on
with surprising regularity. One very singular phenomenon in
connection deserves mention: when an alternating E. M. F.
induced in a coil of fine copper wire, mounted on the same
of iron as the inducing coil, and the terminals of the secondary
• ""uu'l'> to the electrometer were interchanged, the resulting deIIJjlectton was altered by a considerable amount, sometimes as much
one volt, but always the same for the same position of the coils.
am at a loss to account for this effect, but hope to investigate it

.,...·-···&

-

In closing, I wish to recommend this instrument, used as just
when it is desired to measure small alternating voltages,
y where the resistance of the source is so great that a
meter is out of the question. Here alone the quadrant elecrnnnPt'' '", with its practically infinite resistance, will give the true
pressure. The sensitiveness may be made very great.
my apparatus I was able to measure from three volts up to
, with a probable error of less than one-tenth of a volt; but
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much higher accuracy and greater sensitiveness
obtained if they were desired.
In obtaining the hysteresis loops of a sample of iron it
necessary, for all negative values of B, to have H pass from
negative value, through zero, to the maximum adopted in
experiment. Theoretically this should, occur so rapidly that
ballistic galvanometer has not had time to move before the
current has ceased flowing. A double throw switch can be
but here this condition is only approximated. Another metho•
is to wind the core with two complete circuits and excite them
opposition; then if one circuit is opened the magneto-motive
always returns to the same value. The author has found still
third method convenient under certain circumstances. Here,
stead of two windings, two batteries are used (Fig. II).
Referring to the diagram, B is a battery of say 20 cells, w
sends a continuous current through the circuit f, R, e, where
a drum wound with high resistance wire. B 2 (of say 4
sends a current through !?, s, g, b, which current should be
justed by r to equal the required maximum current. Now, if
short-circuiting switch s be opened the opposing P. D. between
clue to the main battery, will reduce the current in the coil,
tralize it, or reverse it; but on opening the switch s, it will
its original value almost instantaneously. This method gives
cellent results and is certainly to be preferred to the uvuu'"·-••v•"'
double-throw switch arrangement.

H. A. PERKINS.
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WHICH COLLEGE IS WHICH IN AMERICA?
In The Harvard Graduates' M aga:::ine for Ma:ch, 1904, is
first of a series of articles upon " Harvard University Oarsmen,
by Mr. G. L. Meylan, Harvard, '02.
In the course of his discussion the author presents in
form the percentages of living graduates of various colleges wh
names are found in " Who's Who in America."
As it is said in the article, "The presence of a man's name in
the book ' Who's Who in America ' is not an absolute and ac...
curate measure of his achievements. But it may be assumed that
'the list of some 8,ooo names in that book is the best list yet compiled of eminent Americans ; and the presence of a name in that
book denotes a degree of success in life much above the average.'
Trinity men will be pleased with the position Qf their Alma
:H ater in this table, which is given below.
It should be added that Mr. Meylan finds the names of ten
per cent. of Harvard oarsmen graduating previous to 1889 in
"Who's \i\Tho." He justly concludes that this showing "is a
strong refutation of the argument that college athletics dull, di tract, and exhaust young men."
Comparison of the two columns m the table shows some
curious differences between the average man and the <I> B K
man in the several colleges. In seventeen of the twenty-three
institutions considered the <I> B K men make the better showing. This is conspicuously the case at Bowdoin, Columbia, Harvard, and Williams. In six colleges the average man eenr to
have a better chance for a place in " Who's Who " than the man
with the <I> B K key. Thi is confusing, but it may be in part
explained by the different proportion of men admitted to the
<I> B K in different colleges.

WHICH COLLEGE lS WHICH IN AMERICA?

Per cent. living
graduates in
"Who's Who."

College

Averages

2.6
2.2
I.8
1.7
.8
I.6
2-4
3·
2.7
2.6
3.6
I. I
3·3
.8
·4
I.6
4· I
3· ,
3·4
4·
2.8
2.3
2. I

Per cent. 4> B K
graduates in
u Who's Who."

4·6
IO.

3·3
2. I
6.7
5·2
5.8
2.4
I2.5
1.5
2. I
.6
2.3
I. I
2. I
1.7
5·3
6-4
5.6
3.6
7.6
6.5
5·9

THE TRUSTEES.
At the meeting of the Trustees held April 30th, in
to the electio_n of Professor Luther as President, Mr.
Kleene, who has for a year been a most efficient and
assistant in the Department of History and Political
was elected Professor of Economics.
Professors Babbitt, Hopkins, and Yardley were
to their respective chairs of Greek, Latin, and Assistant Professor of English.
It was also voted: That students who, with the permission of
the President, room in fraternity houses be not required to pay
for rooms in College dormitories ; provided that satisfactory
assurances be given that no person shall be permitted to reside in
these houses without the consent of the College authorities.

THE FACULTY.
Early in May the President and Mrs. Smith, both greatly imin health, returned from their eight months' sojourn
On Sunday, June 5th, Dr. Smith preached an eloquent
impressive sermon in the College Chapel. On June rrth he
}lr . Smith left for Vermont, where it is their intention to

At the installation of the Rev. William Douglas Mackenzie,
as president of the Hartford Theological Seminary the enFaculty of Trinity College was invited to attend . and eight
found it possible to be present. This act of courtesy
another indication of the very cordial relations which exist
the Seminary and the College.

Ferguson recently read a paper on his trip to
tia, in part as follows :
Dalmatia is the name given to the narrow strip of coast and the archipelago of islands that line the eastern side of the Adriatic- the ancient
Illyria of the Romans and of the poets, for centuries the possession of
i land republic of Venice, and the battle ground between the Veneand the Turks. What had been only a name soon became real in most
ing fashion, a on board a comfortable Hungarian steamer we picked
way between islands, passed through narrow channels with rocks
teeply over pur heads- above us the blessed sunshine that we had
come to seek, and around us the indescribable blue of the peaceful Adriatic.
It was not long before we discovered that we had come to a familiar land,
the country of the scene painters in the theater, the very mountains, the
castles, the boats with painted sails, and the impossibly blue sea. Our
carried us past scenes of historic interest and ancient cities, great
name and fame. The ancient city of Zara, familiar now from its prinproduct, Maraschino, carried one's memory back to the days of the
when the crafty Dandolo turned aside the great expedition from
con ecrated path to conquer the town for the benefit of grasping Venice.
Little Trau upon its double harbor displays in the twentieth century a
Venetian dependency of the seventeenth, unchanged by the flight of time.
The fine cathedral, the rector's palace, the narrow streets with stairways
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and vaulted passage, the ma ive city walls, the gates with the Lion of SL
~Iark, the governor's castle on the waterside, remain as they were when
Venice was the Queen of the Adriatic and Trau was one of her most devoted vassal cities. One rubs one's eye with real solicitude when one leaves
this ancient city, to make sure that one is still awake and alive.
In Spalato the crowded city has outgrown the walls of Diocletian's
palace that still stands, hoary with time, with gates and peristyle and
temple still preserved. It gives one a better opinion of the great persecutor
to appreciate and sympathize with him in the wonderful beauty of the
situation he selected for his retirement, and one can realize that after cui·
tivating "his cabb.ages" in such lovely surroundings he might well be unwilling to return to the thankles ta ks of empire. Two or three miles
a 11·ay inland lie the ruins oi the old Roman city of Salome, which repay a
visit.
?-Iost beautiful and impressive in situation is the once proud city republic of Ragusa, unchanged in all it main features since the day when. at
the bidding of Napoleon, ~Iannont treacherously deprived it of it liberties.
Its ancient walls, its lofty castles, its gay stradone still are there as in the
days of its vigorous independence, when its vessels bore the banner of Sl
Blaise to every land, and it gave its name to the argosies which brought
home to its merchants the treasures of the Levant. Near Ragu a lies the
island of Lacroma, now occupied by Dominican monks, but having a pathetic
interest as having been a favorite home of the unfortunate :.Iaximiliaa
and Carlotta. The rooms are filled with his boyish collections of prints,
illustrating mainly English and American ubjects. His intere t in this
continent evidently long antedated his election to the l\Iexican imperial
throne.
But nothing in all the voyage can equal in beauty the famous Gulf of
Cattaro, with which it ends. This is no mere narrow inlet with rugged or
forbidding heights like the fiords of Norway, but a succession of picture que
lake-like basins above which rise the steep gray mountains. Through \\·idespreading, placid reaches that mirror the rocks above them, through passages so narrow that in the good old days of warfare between the Cross
and Crescent they were chained up every night, the sea pushes up thirty
miles into land, still blue with a luminous refraction unequa1ed except by
· that of the tropical Pacific. At last, after passing Castelnuovo and Ri ano
and the Catene and Perasto, it finds an impassable barrier in the great
Montenegrin mountain that rises in the rear of the iittle town of Cattaro.
Here, with the ending of the gulf, ends al o the familiar and accustomed, and . the traveler feels that he has reached the point of transition
between west and east, between the new world of modern thought and
modern ways and the unchanged and unchanging Orient. High OYer the
little city rises the almost inaccessible castle, perched on a pointed pinnacle
which juts out from the main mass of the mountain, with bastioq;; and
~-Tail s and sta irways emphas izing the already rugged outline. Around the
sea front of the city run the ancient walls, well kept and still maintained,
with gates that close at night, compelling the citizens to keep regular hours
and not linger too long at the cafe by the waterside. And when one
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tice,; the population, with its mixture o£ races, tongues, and manners,
ne is not surprised that such ancient customs prevail.
Over the principal gale still stands the Lion of Venice, and the mellow
:Italian vowels roll smoothly from the lips of the "barcarole" who presses
upon you the virtues of himself and the merits of his boat, or rattle with
inconceivabk rapidity from the longue of some old crone who resents soml'
buyer' critici m of her melons or her figs . The teamers along the Riva
are floating the double ensign of Au tria-Hungary, with its green and
red. while the flags the townspeople display at every opportunity are the
red. white, 'and blue of Croatia. The languages of the people are almost as
many a those printed on an Austrian banknote- German, Italian, Croatian. Sen•ian, and Turkish, all are heard. Here a notice greets the eye in
the Cyrillic character, here in the Roman. Crowded as it is between the
sea and the mountain- built up so clo e to the hills that every man's cellar
is in hi-; second story- with its medireval walls hemming it in, it is a relief
10 find Caltaro remarkably clean, thanks, probably, to the solicitude of the
colonel commanding the garrison, rather than to the people themselves.
But Cattaro, with all its picturesqueness and natural beauty of situation,
i valued by most travelers in these countries as being the starling place for
the little principality of Montenegro. One becomes familiar with Montenegrins, indeed, in Cattaro itself. One see them, men, women, girls, and
d(lnkeys, in the dusty marketplace outside the northern gate, where they
sell the few product they have extorted from their savage rocks; but these,
.after all, are only half 1fontenegrins, becau e prudent Austrian law has ini-ted that all their anns should be left at the frontier before they enter the
town, and a Montenegrin without arms is very in.complete. Still what
can be seen of them, even in thi maimed condition, excites the desire to
kno\\' nlC're; to see these erect and handsome men, these graceful maidens
"ho pass, alas! all too soon into hideous old age, in their own free home,
whose freedom they have so manfully defended against the Turks. It is
an inlere ting sight to see the procession of homeward-bound mountaineers
winding up the steep zig-zag that follows up the gorge of the Fiumara,
until after ~ixty-three twists and turns it reaches the frontieF 3,000 feet
above. In front go the men unburdened, free of hand, to wield, if need
arise, the weapons that will be returned to them at the frontier. Next
come the girls, striding along with firm step and sturdy tread up the steep
grade, with load enough upon their heads to crush one of their American
i ters to the ground . Then follow the matrons bending forward unrler the
weight of the burden which they carry upon their backs, already bowed by
long and \Veary usage. Lastly, driven by the children, come the ponies
and the donkeys, carrying what the women had had to leave behind. Until
within a few years this steep mountain path was the 01ily acces to 'Montenegro from the driatic; since r878, however, 1Iontenegro has possessed
a strip of territory along the coast by Antivari and Dulcigno, and her Aus"
Irian neighbors have changed their policy of seclusion and have themsel'*
built across the mountains the famous carriage road from Cattaro to Cettinje, a triumph of engineering skill and affording one of the most beautiful drives in Europe. The road leads back from the bay, rising gradually
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until it reaches the saddle that divides the Cattaro valley from the plain
Budua. On this are placed several frowning forts, built not to protect
harbor, but to command the road to Montenegro. From this the
ascent begins, and backwards and forwards the road twists and
around a shoulder of bare rock that juts out directly above the town.
rock is split into fantastic forms as we ascend, and chasms and caverns
cite the imagination. The view is glorious as one rises; the bay lies
and polished beneath us and the castle that towered so high above the
seems directly under our feet. The frontier is reached a little this side
the divide, and is marked simply by a row of white stones across the
-no batteries, no custom houses. The ascent is now more gradua
when the summit is reached a wonderful prospect is pread out on
side. To the west the whole Bocche di Cattaro is spread out as in a
and beyond it stretches, as far as one can see, the blue Adriatic. To
eastward the rough rocks and gorges of the Locven, and in the
a glimpse of the Jake and plain of Scutari.
The first impressions of Montenegro are mainly of astonishment
any men can Jive and be willing to Jive in such a barren wil
Nothing is seen at first but rocks, barren and gray, a few stunted
and up on the slope of the mountain peak a meagre patch of forest.
however, the eye catches signs of greenness. Hollows appear, curious
holes or craters, level at the bottom and cultivated with the greatest
and soon we realize that everywhere that soil will lie it is watched and
for and used to provide food for man. Rye fields, the size of a
table, potato patches as big as an office desk, testify to the indomitable
dustry and perseverance of the race that inhabits these dreary rock .
road to Cettinje passes through the little village of Njegus, the
home of the family of princes who have made Montenegro what it i· .
village straggles along a single street, in a narrow valley cultivated to
very rocks themselves, containing an inn where the traveler refreshes
horses and himself, a post-office, and a !ew poor houses. As the next
is laboriously climbed the driver points out the summer palace of the princti
a simple cottage, and the traveler observes with interest the circular stoncf
threshing floors on which the patient ponies tread out the grain that
been harvested from between the rocks. After another ridge is crossed;
affording a new series of rugged scenery, the road winds down graduallj
into the little village capital of Cettinje. It lies in an alluvial valley three
or four miles in length and very level. It is a quaint little place with
well macadamized parallel streets leading, not to the palace as the foe~
but to the hotel. The houses are mainly of a single story with thatched
roofs, and the merchants and tradesmen and mechanics sit in their ops
doorways inviting passersby to inspect their wares or watch their skillfat
workmanship with hammer and chisel. The new Kanak, or princely
hardly more conspicuous than the rest, is covered with stucco painted
and is distinguished by sentries on the steps in front. It did not seem
discipline was allowed to interfere with the usual mitigations of life's
ships, as when I passed by the sentries were sitting on the steps
cigarettes. The only building in the town of architectural interest is
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vent, with its two stories of arched arcades, the cradle of the dynasty,
sacred center of the principality, where the rulers for several genera. ns lie buried. It lies at the edge of the valley, close under and in the
)lillside, and above it rises the ancient clock tower in which in good old
· es (not so very long ago) the heads of vanquished Turks were always
sed. (As late as 1830 Sir Gardiner Wilkinson saw them and tried to
induce the people to give up the practice.) It is said that the tower is full
:at skulls which have been taken down from time to time to make room
Jor a fresh supply. The Montenegrin is above all a fighter; tall, blackJaa,ired, square-faced, with ferocious mustachios, the men impress one with
a sense of power and resolution, and one realizes that they are the sons
d grand ons of the heroes who alone of all men in the Balkans never
J'ielded to the Turk. For century after century the Turk has raided through
the mountains, burning and destroying, but alway$ finding a most valiant
resistance, and leaving behind him in the rocl"Y defiles more than half of
his men. Their rugged country produces sons as rugged as the soil from
which they spring, and one looks at them with some little reverence when
one remembers their heroic story.
The age of conflict has o briefly passed that the Montenegrins have
aot forgotten their habits. You will not see a man or a boy above fifteen
:who is not a walking arsenal. In the gay sash which covers the junction
.of the red embroidered jackets and the blue knickerbockers is always carlied a yataghan, and at least one, more often two, revolvers. Such re10lvers I never saw before or since, with barrels eighteen inches long, and
throwing a bullet of fifty or .sixty caliber. The rest of his costume consists
f a long white coat with skirts coming down to the knee, white g~iters,
and a comical little round cap like a student's "mutze" in Germany, emWoidered to suit the taste, but always bearing the initials of Nikita I, the
«loved and respected prince. The whole little town smacks of war and
victories over the hated Turks. The old Konak, the "Billiardo," as it is
called, is full of trophies from the ceaseless wars. The railing round the
principal church of the town is made. of Turkish rifle barrels captured at
Grahovo, the battle that won the recognition by Europe of their independence, while on the front of its whitewashed tower it bears the prince's
initials for all to see, made of captured brass field guns, sunk in the stucco.
Modern culture and modern fashions have as yet spared Cettinje. Near
the Konak or palace is a large plane tree, under which the prince frequently
sits in true Oriental fashion, and holds his court, doing judgment and justice in the gate. Nearby is the jail, open and without walls around it. The
'Visitor inquires how they keep their prisoners in, and is told that if any
~n is so unfortunate as to get to jail they don't waste him by locking him
up, but make him work on the roads. As the offenses are mainly crimes
.of violence, the treatment seems wise as well as economical, but unfortunately for the road-making, the supply of criminals is not equal to the
.demand. Near the jail are the prince's stables, opening into a small but
pretty private park and garden, and I was much amused to see that the
practical prince, instead of stocking his grounds with useless deer, had a
very good berd of Jersey and Guernsey cattle. The Prince of Monteoegro is a yery practical man and full of expedients. He has, as I have
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said, the only herd of cows in his capital, if not in his principality.
owns and edits the /iVee!~ly Voice, which is the official organ of
negro, from which his subjects take their information and their po
and, more than this, he publi hes ::t monthly magazine of literature and
to which he supplies poetical articles of his own composition. It is
thing to be a prince out there. He is a very level-headed man, and in
long reign has done much to civilize his decidedly strenuous subjects.
won the recognition by Europe of his little country's independence,
,has enlarged her borders.
At present the traditional friends of the Montenegrins, the Ru
and their ancient enemies and near neighbors, the Austrians, are
with each other in making themselves agreeable to the little princi
Austria has built their principal roads, and Russia keeps them supplied
rifles and ammuniti01,1. Till last year the finest building in Cettinje Yas
Austrian legation, and there was dispensed the most liberal
Now the Russians have, speaking figuratively, gone them fifty per
better on legation building, and raised the margin of cultivation in
tality several stages. If the Austrians give beer the Rus ian replie
claret, and the bidding for favor rises o rapidly that there is some
of the temperate mountaineers being injured by their friends. Scandal
marks that the people are fond of excitement, and those who haYe
thing to gamble with are addicted to that deleterious amusement; I
even known an envious Bulgarian to assert that the prince him elf
pended upon it for his private revenue. They are a .fine race, these
wart mountaineers, industrious, energetic, and heroic. The "·omen
handsome when young, but, as they ·do all the hard work, _they age
early, and lose every trace of their youthful beauty. It is a picturesque
pretty sight to see the girls at the fountain at sunset getting water for
homes. vVa ter is so precious that the fountain is locked up most of
time, but at stated hours is on tap. Then there gather all the maidens
bear home on their heads their water vessels. Carrying burden 011
head gives them a·beautifully erect carriage, and makes them very ~r;Lt:e•UL•
but the picturesqueness of the scene is a little spoiled by the fact that,
stead of graceful amphor;:e or classic goat skin, they bear upon their
the precious fluid in Standard Oil tins. I presume that, just a the
have found the Mauser more serviceable than the beautifully
flintlock of their fathers, and the Colt "45" more practical than
inlaid horse-pistol of ancient clays, so the girls have discovered that the
tin i, lighter and easier to handle than the goat skin, but it seems a
One felt, in visiting such an unspoiled country as :\Iontenegro, that
ought to conceal one's traces with great care, so as not to vulgarize it.
I feel rather sorry that visitors are increasing, and that the i\1onten
in the course of natl.tre must, as they progress, become more and more
other people.
In their Black Mountain, however, they are tolerably safe from any
rapid advance of modern change, and it certainly will be some time
the whistle of the locomotive is heard in Cettinje. The seven hours'
in the dust and heat from Cattaro protect them from any overwhel
number of T. Cook & Son's agents of civilization . One is puzzled to
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how the people live- for the amount of soil in the principality is exely limited; all there is is utilized, however, even to the smallest
ches. Over by Lake Scutari and Poclgoritza there is a tract of more·
el country ceded by Turkey in the treaty of Berlin, where grain and
ceo of a most excellent quality is raised . This tobacco is used mainly
r cigarettes and supplies the filling for the best qualities of "Egyptians."·
e entire dimensions of the little principality are only 3,68o square miles,
ut three-quarters the size of the state of Connecticut, and the most of it
n i ts of barren mountain . Their mo t valuable product has been the·
ic quality of the people, wlio have prized their liberty and their religion
d have defended it for generations. The people are Servians in race and
guage, but are far superior to the inhabitants of the kingdom of Servia
character. It is a great thing to have a history of constancy to a prinple for 500 years, to have never yielded to conquest, to have always struged for their faith.
Like the Servians and most of the southern Slavs, they belong to the
hodox Greek church, and are devoted to it and its usages. The only man
saw in :.\Iontenegro that was not visibly armed was the bishop. His
le ash was untenanted by pistol or yataghan, though I had a strong
uspicion that beneath hi~ black soutane a careful investigation would have
shown he was not defenseless. Their patron saint is St. Peter, not the
pilot of the Galilean lake," but their own Prince Bishop of seventy years
; their national hero, whose saintliness had been visible to all by his
ievement3 in the field. It struck a vi itor as a little unusual to have
pJtting off Turk ' heads considered as a mark of sanctity, but from a
ontenegrin standpoint one can hardly imagine a more convincing evice. He at least had kept the faith vigorou ly, and had preached it by
ample as well as by precept.
It was like awakening from a dream of the clays of the Crusaders to
return from the Black l\Iountain back over the twisting and turning road
to Cattaro. and even the mall amount of modern civilization that had
fe3,ched that little town, with its Austrian garrison and its military band,
ts excellent swimming bath, and its soft Italian tongue; and I am glad
to remember that there, outside the walls, just as our journey was about
to end, itting in the hade of a tamarisk, was an old and blind :dontenegrin- a hero, doubtle. s, of many lesperate encounters with savage
Turks. The old man \\'as surrounded by a ring of admiring children and
young men, and was singing to them in a quaint minor key the heroic tales·
()(his mountain home, accompanying himself on the gusla, ju t as his anctitors had always done. The scene was Homeric, and gave a pathetic
ending to a 0visit among a people who in . their civilization are the contemporaries of Ajax and Ulysses. 'vVe listened a little while to the curious
mu ic, and then turned our face to the city and the sea, to modern thoughts
and modern ways, glad to have seen, for a little while at least, a civilization
from which the old virile, heroic, savage elements had not entirely disappeared.
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THE FOR~1S OF ENGLISH POETRY, by Charles F. Johnson,
Professor of English Literature in Trinity College, Hartford,
of "Elements of Literary Criticism," etc. ($r.oo.)
This last notable addition to the long list of interesting and
books by Professor Johnson is peculiarly happy in combining in one
a book for the younger student and for the general reader. The book
tains the essential principles of the construction of English verse, and
subject is taken up under the main divisions, which are determined in
ways: (a) by form, and (b) by subject-matter. Eight of these
visions are taken up and adequately treated from the historical
with brief illustrations from the verse of standard authors, but all the
the true value of poetry as an ars celare artem, and a real social force
the development of nations, is not lost sight of.
The present requirements in English for admission to college tend
-cause the instruction in English in the secondary schools to degenerate
a mere routine drill, with galvanic efforts on the part of the pupils to
occasional examples of beauty of expression or occasional flies in
·o intment. Vve feel sure that this book of Professor Johnson's will
as a wholesome antidote to this purely mechanical activity by o.:u•'uvau-.
in the student or the general reader a real appreciation and a true love
poetic literature.

On Friday, April 15th, Professor Edwards gave a paper
" The Holothurioidea " before the Hartford Scientific
In addition to an account of the anatomy and life habits of
group, Professor Edwards gave a resume of his investigation
the embryology of the comm n West India sea encumber and
quantitative study of its variation, which has led to a new determination of its systematic position.
Professor H. A. Perkins read a paper on " The Velocity of the
Propagation of Magnetism" before the Physical Club of Yale
University May 17, 1904.
Assistant Professor Genthe has begun work upon the collection of free livipg cop~poda of the United States " atiooal
Museum. This collection of smaJI crustaceans is very large,~
represents a very extensive area, including both coasts of the
United States and other regions.
•
Another large collection o free swimming copepods, made by
the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, and sent to
Prof. W. M. ·wheeler when he was at the University of Te
to be worked up, has been turned over to Mr. Genthe, and
soon arrive. Prof. Wheeler coulcl not go on with his work
<:ause his eyes gave out.
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April 26th Mr. Genthe gave a public lecture on "Animal Paraes," announced by the Hartford Scientific Society. The difent forms of symbiosis and parasitism were discussed, of which
t sixteen different kinds were distinguished. The life his'es of the more important forms were given, and on the whole
attempt made to present parasitic life rather than structural
details. The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides throughout.
On April 29th Mr. Genthe gave a lecture on the free swimming
da before the Hartford Scientific Society. After reviewing his work on the collection of the United States National
,Museum, Mr. Genthe discussed the natural history of the group
• question and the main problems connected with the study of the
mpepods, especially the problems of the marine food supply, the
remarkable geographic and bathymetric distributions, and the
Jiaily migrations of these crustaceans. The lecture was illustrated
by charts and diagrams.
"Natur und Schule," Bd. III, Heft 4, 1904, contains a short
Jrticle in German by Prof. Genthe on drawing and its importance
for the study of natural sciences. It is a little contribution to
some questions which recently were discussed in that periodical,
hich is devoted to the reform movement of the higher schools,

Prof. G. A. 'Kleene has an article in the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science for May entitled
"The Problem of Medical Charity."
Starting with the proposition that medical relief of some kind
for the indigent has long been recognized as necessary, the aim of
Professor Kleene's paper is "to show the weakness of the chief
objections made to a generous and indiscriminate medical charity."
He concludes : " That the movement for the extension of medical
relief will, in this generation, proceed so far as to make the physician's services as Jree as those of the teacher or librarian, is not
.to be expected. It is proper, however, to raise the question
whether the time has not come for the charity expert to withdraw
.his opposition to a slow but inevitable ' drift of things,' and to
adjust his mind to the expectation of a new order."

PUBLIC LECTURES.
PROFESSOR SEYMOUR.

A lecture on a trip through Asia Minor was given on
<evening, March 4th, in Alumni Hall, by Professor Thoma
.Seymour, professor of Greek at Yale Unive_rsity and
"Of the Archaeological Institute of Ametica. Professor ""'''mnn~
spent three weeks traveling through Asia Minor, and visited
large part of the country, traveling fifty miles by rail and
by carriage daily. Methods of transportation are crude,
to poor highways. The Sultan of Turkey is very slow
making improvements in the roads, believing that if they
good enough for his ancestors they are good enough for
present age. The railroads cover only a part of the country:
are poor in equipment and management, and average about
train a clay, with a different schedule daily. The Greek
slowly prevailing over the Mussulmans, but the latter are the
ruling power. Ho pitality i today, as in antiquity, the soverei~
virtue of the people. The Turks, however, are not cordial,
do not like visitors. The people are hostile to agricultural inven
tions, and in the agricultural districts the most primitive tool are
still in use. Professor Seymour's party visited almost all the important archaeoiogical excavation , including Troy, Pergamum,
Ephesus, Smyrna, Priene, l\ [ilet\1 , and Laodicea.
Ephesus is the most often vi ited by merican and European
tourists.
good hotel is to be found there. and it is interestin
from the fact that the first :irchaeological excavations in .\ ia
Minor were made there. At Troy the party landed where
Archaeans under Agamemnon landed, and went over the plain
Troy where the great battle, described by Homer, was fought.
\!'lith a o-ood government, Asia l\ linor should prosper. But
1ittle improvement ha been made in the interior in many centurie
and the prospect for advancement is not bright.
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It is worth noting that Professor Seymour had a large and
audience, without the help of a stereopticon- an mthat the day of interesting lectures is not wholly past.
PROFESSOR OSBORN.

Professor Henry F. Osborn, upon whom Trinity conferred
degree of LL.D. in T90I, since the death of Cope is the leadauthority in American palreontology. In recent years his infor the American Museum of Natural History have
him to obtain especially complete evidence of the evoluof the horse. The primitive ancestor of the modern Equus
as about the size of a fox and walked upon the palms of its hands
and the. soles of its feet, being thus adapted for life in the primeval
Gradually, through the ages, the creature became more and
more digitigracie, escaping its carnivorous foes by running upon
hard and level plains to which it had migrated. The bones of
legs lengthened with the increased size of the animal, and the
~amel pattern upon the crown of the teeth became more and
more complex, while at the same time the fangs became longer.
The methods of obtaining the fossils and the western regions
where they occur were described. Professor Osborn's manner of
his subject is full of charm. He convinces because he
i entirely master of his field. The lantern slides, including many
~£Knight's fine restorations, very completely illustrated the lecture.
SIDNEY T. MILLER.

A J10rt time ago the Board of FeUows considered the feasibility of a suggestion tbat the College invite at times to address
it, on topics sugo·ested by their respective callings, :Younger
ahunni who have been specially successful in the professions,
art, manufacture, or business. It was felt that the rresence of
these men, not so much older than the undergraduate, would be
an encouragement to the student, while the visitors would undertan<! that the College watches their careers, as those of all its
graduates, with affectionate interest and appreciation. The Board
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accepted the idea and decided to call the lectures .; The F
Lectures." On Friday, May 6th, the cheme was happily
gurated by a lecture given in the history room by Sidney
Miller, '85, of Detroit, who spoke on " The Hague Tribunal
to an attentive and interested audience. Mr. Miller is a
of the large and successful law finn of Miller, Smith,
& Paddock of Detroit, in which Mr. Lewis H. Paddock,
'88, is, like himself, a devoted friend of the College.
irt the practical routine of legal practice has not prevented
Miller from interesting himself in the broader problems of ~,.,.,_, _
jurisprudence. He was specially attracted to his topic from
opportunities afforded for personal knowledge by the fact that
was himself one of the secretaries for the United States.
Hague Tribunal, as Mr. Miller showed clearly in his lecture,
already achieved notable results, even if the facts of human
national nature make somewhat remote the complete
of the hopes of its august suggester. As its significance mr·rp,,.,..,with the years, it will be an ipcreasing ground of con
that Trinity College was present at its birth, and so happily
sented as by Mr. Miller.

STUDE T LIFE.
THE SECOND ANNUAL INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE.

Recent years have witnessed a remarkable revival of interest in
'ng in our colleges and universities. The intercollegiate
especially, with its appeal to the competitive spirit and
college loyalty of the American student, has called forth exefforts, and has broug]1t the art of debating to the highest
of perfection yet reached in our institutions of !earning.
educational value of this movement deserves attention. The
must subject himself to the everest training. The confor which he is preparing demands not only accurate knowlof every subject connected with the question to be debated,
also clearness and conciseness of expression, rigorous logic,
an entirely unbiased attitude towards opposing views. Arguments, whether favorable or unfavorable to the position he is to
maintain, the debater must examine and estimate at their true
value. They are the weapons to be used in the contest. He cannot afford to deceive himself in regard to their force. Intellectual
honesty is demanded as well as intellectual power.
The stimulus from without, necessary to the establishment of
trong debating interests in Trinity College, came about a year and
a half ago, when Bates College sent a challenge. The first debate between Bates and Trinity took place in Lewiston, Me.
The econd debate between these colleges was held in Alumni
Hall, Trinity College, on March 18th of this year. Trinity College wa represented by Philip E . Curtiss, H. de Wolf de Mauriac,
and C. Jarvis Harriman, who maintained the affirmative; Bates
College was represented by Guy L. Weymouth, Albron K. Spofford, and Frederick M. Swan, Jr., maintaining the negative. The
judges were the Hon. A. T. Roraback of the Superior Court of
Connecticut, Professor Henry L. Nelson, Williams College, and
Profe sor Allan H. Willett, Brown Univer ity. The question
3
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was: "Resolved, That under present conditions it would be
England's advantage to adopt a policy of protection."
The first speaker for the affirmative argued that " present
ditions " are not such as had been assumed in the earlier
controversies, and that they call for a new policy of nr."ltP,~tirm"
The free trade argument had assumed (I) that industrial
petition was based on cost of production, and that
was therefore evidence of superiority as .a producer of
Modern competition, however, is often a " cut-throat competition
that aims to capture a market by means of " sacrifice "
The country that leaves its industries exposed to such
risks losing them altogether or having them forced into
with foreign trusts, in either case making itself dependent
a monopoly wholly or partially beyond its control. Free tr~,..,.,.
assumed ( 2) that international competition was between
tries ·in which costs per unit of product increased or, at best,
mained constant with increase of total output. In
however, costs diminish with increase of product. A manutactur·. .
ing country must, therefore, make secure large market
and abroad if its industrie are to reach the highest
and gain the advantage of large-scale production.
present free trade policy fails to accomplish this. Free tr~I1Prt.•
assumed (3) that other countrie would adopt free trade,
ing England to remain the world's chief manufacturer while
confined themselves to the production of food and raw
Other countries, however, instead of thus cooperating with
land in the production of wealth, have fostered
by protective tariffs, and are becoming competitors.
English exports by their tariffs they threaten England'
pay for the food that is imported and that cannot be
in sufficient quantity in England itself. If England cannot
tain large markets to which she can send manufactured
and from which she can import food, her population will
fall off or sink into deeper poverty, and her rank in the cale
nations will decline.
The argument of the first speaker formed a basis
policy of protection advocated by the affirmative. This
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The first part was maintained by the second
aker. It provided for a duty on grain, beef, mutton, and such
its as are raised in the colonies, this duty to be made preferen. I to the English colonies. In return for this preference the
lonies were to levy tariffs on manufactured goods preferential
England. In this way the growing colonial markets would be
ept open to the English manufacturer and the colonies kept from
ostering their own manufactures by protection and making themlve independent of England. Evidence was cited of a strong
vement in the colonies for closer commercial union with
England and a system of preferential tariffs. A disregard of
·s colonial sentiment would excite disloyalty. On the other
hand, closer commercial relations with the colonies would raise
the interest of the colonies in the imperial navy, and make them
willing to assume a portion of the cost of its maintenance. The
e\·enue obtained from the proposed tariff would make possible
a reduction of the pre ent revenue duties on tea, coffee, and
sugar. This would compensate the poorer classes for any increase in the price of bread and meat.
The second part of the policy advocated by the affirmative
was pre ented by the third speaker. It was a plan for granting
to some division of the executive government the authority to
impose temporary duties whenever large quantities of imported
goods should be " dumped " on the English market at less than
cost, the object being to protect English industry against disturbance, ai1d to give warning to aggressive foreign monopolies
that the English market cannot be captured by the method of cutthroat competition.
The fir t two speakers of the negative argued that England's
commercial power could be retained only by successful manufacturing and the export of manufactured goods. To hold her
own in the world's markets England must avoid any policy that
will increase the cost of production to her manufacturers. A
duty on foodstuffs will either decrease real wages or increase
co ts of production to the employer; a duty on raw material will
increase cost of manufacturing; a duty on manufactured goods
will be a tax on every class of consumers. Any kind of protec-
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tive tariff is therefore objectionable. The third speaker on
negative attacked the policy of preferential tariffs. All
would have to be satisfied, he argued, in order to make thi
practicable. The colonies would grant no substantial nrc•tPrPn"'
unless England made large concessions. The result would
the extension of the English tariff until it included every i
ant class of imported goods. Taxing the English con umer
the benefit of the colonies would, however, develop at home
party hostile to these colonies. The taxinrr of raw m
would cripple English manufactures. For the sake of a
more trade with the colonie , England would sacrifice the
larger trade with foreign countries.
In the course of the debate it appeared that the que tion
formulated gave the affirmative the advantage of choosinrr the
of protective policy to be advocated and defended. The care
which the affirmative position was chosen appeared when it
pointed out that the proposed preferential tariff included no
materials. The argument of the negative, that a
tariff on wool, a raw material, was necessary to satisfy
sheepraisers, was met by the statement t\1at the proposed tariff
mutton would give the desired preference. The impossibility
foreseeing what protective policy would be presented made
difficult for the negative to avoid the preparation of argu
that would entirely miss the mark. Of the prepared speeches
the negative, only that directed against the preferential
system could be admitted as an attack on the position
by· the affirmative: The ground lost through this inevitable
ness in the argument of their formal speeches was, howev-er,
covered by the negative in their very able speeches in
and the decision of the judges was given in their favor.
experience and excellent training in the art of debating \Yere
dent in the ease and clearness of these speakers from Bate
lege. Praise is also clue to the speakers on the affirmative.
one who understands how recent has been any strong interest
debating in Trinity College, and how slight, on the whole.
been the opportunities for training in debate and public :>IJt:iiKJilllll•
the ability shown by the Trinity representatives in thi
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forth bright promises of future victories in this new field of

WHITLOCK ORATORICAL PRIZE.

Bayard Quincy Morgan, '04, of Hartford, won the first prize
the Whitlock prize competition, April 20, 1904, in Alumni Hall.
ubject was, " Phases of the Abolition Movement." The
prize was awarded to Charl~s Edward Gostenhofer, 'os, of
York city, who spoke on" Tennyson's Conception of Immorhown in His 'In Memoriam'." The other speakers
C. E. Jones, 'os, C. J. Harriman, 'os, and F. B. Bartlett, '04.
committee of award 'was L. P. W. Marvin, Judge Arthur
and Edgar Francis Waterman, '98.
H. E. RUSSELL FELLOWSHIP.

Fellowship to
RKln·!l,rrl Quincy Morgan, '04, of Hartford.
The two years during
he will hold the fellowship fr. Morgan proposes to spend
the study of philology at Leipzig, Germany.

ATHLETICS.
The athletic situation at the present day in most colleges resembles closely that of the western farmer, who bends every effort
to raise more corn to fat more hogs to buy more land to rai e more
corn, etc., etc., in an ever widening, vicious circle. So among
the managers of college athletics the feeling is that they must
make every effort to win games at any cost in order to attract
more people to get more money to win more games, and athletics
has become a business, not a pleasure.
Fortunately, at Trinity, that situation is not quite so bad a at
some other places, and we believe that the students still derive
some pleasure from their athletics. There is joy in winning,
but there is also a deeper satisfaction in having played a fair
game.
BASKET BALL

As a proof of what we have said we may quote the record of
the basket ball team.
o games were won, but the sport furnished exercise and wholesome amusement to a considerable
number of men.
THE TRACK TEAM.

The track team has had a thoroughly successful season. The
indoor meet was held on March 24th, and some of the contests
were exceptionally good, although no records were broken.
C. M. Reed, 19o6, won the McCracken cup, which is given
annually to the best all around athlete. The cup last year was
won by H . C. Van Weelden, 1903.
The score by classes was: 1906, 74; 1905, 26; 1907, 3·
The interclass track and field meet was held on the athletic
field Saturday morning, April 30th. As was expected, the sophomores won by a large margin, but there were many interesting
contests. Wet weather made fast time impossible, and the field
events were run off under the same difficulty. The sprints were
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well contested, and the low hurdles brought out an interestfinish between Duffee and Phillips. Captain Remsen won the
handily, and Fallow had endurance enough to take second
and later to win the two-mile. The half was a pretty race,
captain of the baseball team, winning from Moody.
juniors won three places in the quarter, and 1906 swept the
high hurdles, high jump, and discus. G. D. Bowne, 'o6, broke
college record for the discus with a hurl of 98 feet 8 inches.
The Trinity team defeated the representatives of the College
of the City of New York, 22 to 14, at the Trinity field, May 7th.
A trong wind from the south handicapped the da hes. The track
wa fa t.
The summary :
roo-yards Da h- Fir t, Gateson, Trinity; second, Batt ell, C. C. 1 . Y.;
time, ro%.
One-mile Run- First, Remsen, Trinity; second, Kennedy, C. C. N. Y.;
time, 5 min. 6 ec.
120-yards Hurdle- First, Phillips, Trinity; second Battell, C. C. . Y.;
time, 17%.
44o-yards Dash- First, Goodale, Trinity; econd, Bulkley, Trinity;
time, 5+%.
Half-mile- Fir t, Homidge, C. C. N. Y.; second, Clement, Trinity;
time, 2 min. 7Ys sec.
220-yards Hurdles- First, Phillips, Trinity; second, Duffee, Trinity;
time, 29 seconds.
220-yards Da h _:_First, Gate on, Trinity; second, Battell, C. C. N. Y.;
time, 2+%.
Two-mile Run- First, Kennedy, C. C. N. Y.; econd, Frank, C. C.
N. Y.; time, II min. 28% ec.
Broad Jump- First, Reed, Trinity, 19 feet 4 inches; second, Evans,
C. C. . Y., r8 feet 8 inches.
High Jump- First, Bowne, Trinity, 5 feet 4 inches; second, Fielding,
C. C. . Y., 5 feet 3 inches.
16-pound Shot Put- First, Wallace, C. C. N. Y., 34 feet 4 inches;
second, Evans, C. C. N. Y., 33 feet 2Y, inches.
Discus Throw- Fir t, Bowne, Trinity, 97 feet 7i4 inches; second,
Gate on, 86 feet 6Y, inches.
Total, Trinity, 22; C. C. N. Y., 14.

The officials were: Referee, William Lyman; clerk of course,
J. D. Evan ; scorer, Dr. Stephen P. Duggan; timers, George B.
Velte, E. G. Anderson; judges, Wales Dixon, Dr. H. J. Boos,
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Professor F. C. Babbitt, J. W . Walker, Professor H.
H. R. Mcllvane; starter, M. E. Coughlin; announcer, C.
Harriman.

J.

On May 17th Trinity easily defeated Union College at Albany
by a score of 57 to 51.
Representatives of the team competed also with We le~·an
an invitation meet given by the Second Division Naval Batt:tlion,
C. . G., on February 26th. Trinity won first and third in the
forty yards clash and third in the mile run.
BASEBALL.

The baseball team has been good but uncertain, 'sometimes
winning brilliantly the hardest games and again losing ignominiously the easiest. Very creditable, however, are the victories
over Brown, Rutgers, and Wesleyan. Space does not permit us
to give the scores in detail, but we append a summary of the
games won and lost to date :
March 23
30
April
6
7
8
2!
23
26

May

30
4
7
12

14

June

21
28
4
8

Yale at New Haven
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia
Brown at Providence
N. Y. University at New York
Columbia at New York
Hartford at Hartford
Amherst at Amherst
Hartford at Hartford (Garvan pitchin g)
Mass. State College at Hartford
Holy Cro s at Worcester
Amherst at Hartford
Yale at Hartford
. Y. University at Hartford
Rutgers at Hartford
Wesleyan at Middletown
Williams at Williamstown
Wesleyan at Hartford

Trinity.

Opponenll.

0

II

I

19
4
3

6
4
II

2

6

7
r8

3
2
0
0
4

4
5
3
I I

!0

5

8

9
4

0

I

7

5

3

John I. Welsh of Shamokin, Pa., will coach the Trinity football team this fall. A committee of the Alumni con isting of
M. H. Coggeshall, '96, W. S. Langford, '96, and G. E. Cogswel~
'97, met \iV elsh in Jew York city, and, after a con ultation with
him, engaged him.

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE ALUMNI.
A very pleasant dinner was held by the Detroit Alumni Association at the University Club on the evening of April 8th. In
the absence of Sidney T. Miller, '85, president, the toastmaster's
place was occupied by Stratheam Wendril, '87. About twenty
Alumni were present. Among the guests were the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the principal of the Center High
School, the headmaster of the Detroit University School, the Rev.
C. E. Woodcock, and the Rev. Dr. W . D. Maxon. Speeches were
made by the Rev. G. E. Peters, 'so, the oldest graduate present,
by :.res rs. Woodcock and Maxon, and by Professor Luther.
Trinity is especially well represented in Detroit, standing
third in number of members of the University Club. The Univer ity of Michigan is first and Harvard second.
On Saturday evening, April 23d, the Trinity Alumni resident
in Philadelphia and vicinity assembled at the University Club
for their annual '~Smoker. " The gathering was large and en thu ia tic. The Rt. Rev. Alexander Mackay-Smith, D.D., BishopCoadjutor of Pennsylvania, presided, and was exceedingly felicit()US in his introduction of the speakers.
J. W. Shannon, '87,
had organized a quartette, whose singing was a most pleasant
feature of the occasion. Several new Trinity songs were rendered, and will, perhaps, be heard again at Commencement time.
A notable speech was that by a Harvard graduate who was
present, in which it was shown how the organized, self-sacrificing
labor of local alumni associations may bring to Trinity some of
the prosperity which the same kind of work has helped to secure
for Harvard.
That our old friend and associate Professor Robb is still at
heart a Trinity man was agreeably demonstrated on the evening
(){ :.ray 27th, when, by his invitation, the Trinity men living in
and near Troy gathered at his pleasant home at II3 First Street.
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About fifteen found it possible to attend, together with half
dozen invited guests from the city and Professors Luther
McCook from the College. Of the fifteen, four or five were
Schenectady, ;where they are employed in the works of the
Electric Company.
At the close of a most enjoyable evening the Trinity .numw11 •
Association of Northern New York was organized, electing
first officers as follows : President, George B. Pattison, '81,
vice-president, Hobart W. Thompson, 'S3; secretary and treasurer, John Paine, '92.
The Hartford Alumni Association had a most enjoyable dinner
at the Hartford Golf Club on Monday, April rSth. About
members of the association were present, representing twentyone classes.
In the absence of Shiras Morris, '96, the president of the
association, Senator Frank L. Wilcox, 'So, of Berlin, presided.
There was no formal speaking, but, in response to the geni31
summons of the chairman, there were a large number of impromptus. Acting President F. S. Luther, '70, told of the progress of the College, and described the recent enthusiastic Trinity
dinners he had attended with pleasure and profit in Chicao-o,
Detroit, Pittsburg, and other cities. Among the other speakers
were Professors McCook, '63, and Ferguson, '6S, for the Faculty;
Colonel William C. Skinner, '76, for the Trustees; Percy S. Bryant for the class of '70; Senator Wilcox for the class of 'So;
Judson B. Brainard, 'Sz; E. Kent Hubbard for the class of '92;
W . S. Schutz, '94; Edgar F. Waterman, '9S. During the evening
Trinity songs were sung, Colin B. Pitblado, '91, and L. A. Ellis,
'9S, leading. At the business meeting it was decided to hold J1t
least three such gatherings during the coming year. Officers
were elected as follows: Frank L. Wilcox, 'So, president; Edgar
F. Waterman, '9S, secretary; E. S. VanZile, 'S4, L.A. Ellis, '98,
and H. J. Blakeslee, '9S, executive committee.
The ani1Ual dinner of the New York Alumni Association was
held on April 21st at the University Club. Special efforts had
been made to secure a large attendance, and were rewarded by
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uccess. The large dining-room in which the meeting was held
was well filled with an enthusiastic gathering of graduates, both
ancient and modern.
Alexander T. Mason, '8r, presided. The reunion was an
extremely pleasant one, and all appreciated the judgment of the
managers in providing for a moderate number of excellent
speakers.
The reply to the toast of Trinity College was given by the
Acting President, F. S. Luther, who told of the progress of the
College and the needs of the College, and urged unanimity and
vigor, and closed with recalling the well-known football signal,
which meant that every man was to get into the play and do his
heartiest: "Now then, Trinity!" Other speeches were made
by the Rev. Dr. Ernest M. Stires of St. Thomas' Church, New
York, the Rev. H. B. Hitchings, '54, Luke V. Lockwood, LL.D.,
'55, Colonel W. C. Skinner, '76, of Hartford, and Senator Frank
L. Wilcox, '8o. It had been hope~l that Bishop Greer would be
able to be present and speak, but to the regret of all he was at the
Ia t moment forced to excuse himself. College songs were sung
with much spirit and enthusiasm during the dinner, and when at
a late hour the meeting had to come to an ·end, all joined hands
in "Auld Lang Syne," with renewed resolutions of loyalty and
affection and support.

JEWS OF THE ALUM II.
The report of the Dean of the Graduate School of Harvard
University for 1902-3 shows that six Trinity men were in at·
tendance during that year. The membership of the school was
drawn from one hundred and fourteen different institutions, of
which Harvard was far in the lead with 174 representative ;
Brown University had eleven, Amherst College ten, Bowdoin
College, The University of Chicago, Dartmouth College, and the
University of Michigan had seven each, while the University of
California, Columbia University, Leland Stanford, Jr., Univer·
sity, orthwestern University, Trinity College, and Yale Uni·
versity were represented each by six men. In this connection
it seems worth while to quote the opinion of Professor C. H.
Grandgent of the department of Romance languages at Harvard.
It appears in the Harvard Graduates' Magazine for March, 1904
(P-434) :
The new system [of admission to candidacy for the degree of M.A.]
has, however, brought to u , as to other modern language departments,
a great influx of men from other colleges, nearly all of them excellent
students. A comparison of the newcomers with our own graduates makes
-it evident that the Harvard specialist who has neglected the classics for
modern languages cannot compete, in advanced Romance work, literary
Dr linguistic, with the man from a smaller college, where the facilities
in our field may be inferior to ours, but where Greek and Latin are
either prescribed or almost universally elected.

At the Lenten services at the South Congregational Church
March 28, 1904, Colonel Jacob L. Greene spoke upon " The Lay·
man's Greater Part," discussing the Christian layman "as a m:m
all unconsciously set to the highest earthly ministry in the world;
as .the man set to do that which no other order of whatever name
or authority can equally perform; the man who is set to be the
daily light of Jesus Chri t in his community, be it a wide or
narrow one; the salt to give to it the savor of right life; an epistle
to be daily read and known of all the men he meets whose lines of
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life are meant to reveal to them the living ways of Him who is
himself the way; whose life is to show the way and the truth of
human living, the light of the world about him, to lighten every
man he meets; the man set to do that without which preaching is
vain and sacraments are inefficacious." Colonel Greene said in
part:
The fir t revelation of God to man and the foundation fact of our
religion, out of which grows its every potency of life, is the fatherhood
of God and the sonship of man. The self-existent Creator of all that
is or that will be formed man in his own likeness and breathed into him
the breath of his own life, and he became a very child of God, not in a
figure of a speech, not in an allegory, but in the beginning of an absolute,
eternal fact of an eternal and eternally developing significance.
The motive of our religion as a personal possession and in personal
exercise lies solely in this fatherhood of God. He is our actual Father.
We are verily His children, not potentially only and under contingencies
which may defeat and nullify that mighty fact, but at the very beginning
and forever. In that which distingui hes him from other animate creations, the new-born babe is the very child of God. Not otherwise could
his spirit ever come to hear and recognize the voice and call of the Spirit
of God, learn the things of God, and recognize and know them to be
such and put itself into willing and purposeful obedience thereto. The
free soul of man can recognize and understand the things of God only
becau e it is itself of God. Not otherwise sl1ould it receive a revelation
from God. Only like can answer to like. Being the child of God, the
like character of God is, in the finite but increasing measure, man's own
proper character. What the father is, the child was meant to be; what
the father is, that the child will be in its full developinent. That is the
law of all life of every form; the nonnal life of the father is the normal
life of the son; that which is proper and peculiar to the father is proper
and peculiar to the on.
And we are the children of God. There is in each one of us the bud
and beginning of Hi every power and faculty; there is in each .one of us
the bud and beginning of every quality of character which makes the
glory of His being. God's character is ther~fore the normal character,
the proper and peculiar character for each one of us. To attain that
character, to live it out in our lives and to develop it to its fullness of
trength and beauty, that is normal human living; that is the soul's health;
that, and that only, is man's accomplished salvation.

•

In the concluding part of the address Colonel Greene asked
how men were making up the records which were to be submitted as an answer for the mighty responsibility of their disciple-
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ship. He applied his remarks to man's doings
walks of life, asking:

111

the ordinary

Are we trying to help the world or only to get something out of it for
ourselves? In our business are we giving every man the full value that
he thinks he is paying for, or are we letting him think- perhaps trying
to make him think- he is getting something he is not getting, to our
greater profit?

· Colonel Greene's closing remarks were:
In that day will be brought home to each of us in our own persons the
fact that not every one that saith, "Lord, Lord, but he that doeth the will
of my Father," is the accepted one who has fulfilled his part; not he that
repeats a formula, but he that lives the life; not even he who intellectually apprehends spiritual things and approves current dogmas, but he in
whose deeds the light of the Spirit and the character of the Father and of
His Son Jesus Christ so shines before men that they shall see, understand,
and follow. That is our layman's greater work for God; the work none
other can do; the work which, but for us, will never be done.

1834

The BuLLETIN gladly inserts the following letter
from Dr. Russell, the oldest living graduate of the
College, and one to whom she owes much:
207

Farmington Avenue,
June II, 190-l·

My dear Professor:
Some time ago there was published in the College Bulletin No. 2 a
notice, as coming from myself, that I was a descendant from the Rev.
Noadiah Russell. This is not a matter to be ashamed of, if it were true;
but it is not.
Since that time I have made a pretty thorough investigation of the subject, and I find that .my first ancestor in this country was John Russell,
from England (Ipswich, probably), in the ship Defence, who landed at
Boston October, 1635, and resided at Cambridge. He brought with him
his two sons, John and Philip; my descent is through the latter.
I shall be obliged to you if the enclosed erratum can be published in
the Bulletin.
Yours very truly,
GURDON W. RUSSELL.

Erratum. -Bulletin, Vol. I, No. 2 [old series], p. 8, line 1:
After "descendants of" read "John Russell, who came to
Cambridge, Mass., 1635, with his two sons, John and Philip";
instead of "the Rev. Noadiah Russell," etc.- My descent i
through Philip.
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The Chul'ch Stauda!'d for March 19th and 'larch
26th contains two articles by the Rev. S. F. Hotchkins, M.A., entitled, " Pennsylvania, The Mother of

January 14, 1904, was the tenth anniversary of
Judge William Hamersley's elevation to the Connecticut Supreme Court bench. This highest judicial
tribunal of the state was 120 years old at its May term.

1858

A REUARKABLE PREHISTORIC MO OLITH.

Through the generosity of the Rev: Francis Good1863 win, D.D., the museum of the department of natural
history has come into the possession of a very intere ting monolith bearing every mark of aboriginal workmanhip. The stone is a glaciated boulder of gneiss weighing from
a ton to a ton and one-half. The front fa<;ade shows a path, or
road, leading on the right and left to the top of the rock, there
encircling the upper face. This path is joined by one across the
perpendicular face at the middle level, and from this seven steps
a cend to the top. Right and left paths run diagonally from
about the fourth step to the upper surface. Here the rock is
can·ed into several spaces, with a wide path running along the
longitudinal axi . The carving is characteristic of that clone by
stone implements, and the weathering of the carved face makes it '
probable that the work was clone in ancient times.
Professor Frans Boas, of the American Museum of Natural
History and of Columbia University, has carefully examined
photographs of this monolith, but finds it so very different from
anything known of the work of aboriginal Americans that he is
not able to give an opinion of its enthnologic significance.
As one looks at this remarkable stone he is involuntarily
drawn to the suggestion which has been offered, that some migrant
tribe, far from its ancestral temple, has carved upon this boulder
for an altar-stone the rude plan of such a temple with its approaches.
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The appended letter from Dr. Goodwin gives such fact
has concerning the stone.
MY DEAR MR. LUTHER:

I am sorry that I cannot give you more positive information in
to the ancient stone which I gave to Trinity College.
When I first saw it it was lying partly covered with dirt and nvo•rurm•rall•
with grass about fifty feet north of our west farm house on
street. I supposed at the time that it was a water-worn stone and
it no thought until some ix month later I had it removed to our
grounds to be used on the edge of a pond. When I saw it next after
removal it was evident that the markings were not due to the action
water, and I had it removed to a more convenient po ition for exami
We bought the property in 189-1- from Mrs. L. A. Hotchkiss, who
herited from her father, Jo eph Terry, who had owned it many
He employed as farmer a colored man named Dudley Diggs, who
in the house and came into our employ when we acquired the
He told me that he had known the stone for thirty years or more,
knew nothing of its origin or character.
I have a theory that it may have been buried and unearthed in "'"'"'m•for the house.
Mr. James Terry of New Haven is the only per on who has
the antiquity of the stone, but he failed to explain how such a stolle'
could have been cut in modern time . Dr. Williams of Bri to!, Conn.,
author of Articles on the Prehi toric Remains of the Tunxis Valley, has
expre sed more than once his conviction of its antiquity.
I do not consider myself competent to judge, but the circumstances
under which it came to light, the knowledge of aboriginal instrument&
of worship required to design it, and the skill and labor required to execute it seem to render it practically impo sible that it should be the work
of a white man. This view is further strengthened by the ab ence of
any conceivable motive to undertake uch a laborious work imply to
throw it away.
The e, however, are only opinions, but they square with the fact as.
far as known.
Faithfully yours,
FRANCIS GOOD\VI:.

The Rev. Dr. George McClellan Fiske. D.D., was
1870 recently elected bi hop-coadjutor of the Springfield.
Illinois, diocese by a practically unanimou
the special convention. Dr. Fi ke has, however, felt it to be
duty to decline the election.
At the general meeting of the American
1879 sophical Society in Philadelphia, April 9th,
G. Fisher, LL.D., delivered an address describing
effect of the American Revolution on the English colonial
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Frank L. Wilcox, President of the Connecticut
Commission at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
delivered the address tendering the Connecticut buildto the state of Missouri at the dedication exercises, May 3,
904, at t. Louis. Among other things, he said:
In the isterhood of states there have been no men of greater honesty
d character, or patriotism, nor any state that has done more to draft
d preserve this beneficent constitution under which we enjoy the ines. able and unalienable rights - of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi' than the State of Connecticut. Then why should we not be called
e "Constitution State" when we are so justified in claiming that disguished honor; a name which your commission is presenting now in
y ways in this Connecticut house at this World's Fair, for the baptism
f the nations?

The Rev. Alfred Poole Grint, Ph.D., rector of St.
James's Church, New London, Conn., has been
granted a four months' vacation by the parish, and
has ailed for Italy to take charge for June and July of St. Paul's
Church, Rome, the Rev. Dr. Nevin, rector.

1881

We note the election of Alexander T. Mason,
1881 LL.B., as a delegate to the Republican National
Convention from the Eleventh New York Congresional District.
It was recently announced from Washington that
1881 the president intended to nominate James Russell
Parsons, Jr., Litt.D., as consul-general to the City of
Mexico. His appointment is regarded as personal with President Roosevelt.
The following monograph by Mr. Parsons has been printed
for limited distribution by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Company:
Professional Education. Albany, N. Y., 1904. 85 pp.
on Education in the U. S., ed. by N. M. Butler. 10.)

(Monographs

Herbert Wilmerding, secretary of the Fire Un-

E.r-1881 derwriters' Association of Philadelphia, has resigned
to assume charge of the investigation of the condi4

so
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--------tions of buildings, fire service, etc., in the congested districts of
the larger cities. This investigation is under the control of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters. Mr. Wilmerding is quite
well known in Hartford. He was a student of Trinity Colle~re,
but left at the end of his sophomore year, 1879, to enter bu ine
For four years he was in the investment department of the Phcenix
Mutual Life, and later was for several years with the Continental
of ew York, at the home office and in the Pacific coast department. Eventually, he went to Rochester, . Y., for three years,
under the direction of the New York State Underwriters' Association, and while there he. prepared and published a schedul~ fiX"
rating manufacturing risks which was favorably regarded in insurance circles. Since 1897 he has been secretary of the Philadelphia Fire Underwriters' Association.
Prof. Richard Burton, L.H.D., has recently delivered a series of lectures in Hartford on modem
literature. Their subjects were, "The 1\Iodem
Drama," " Modern Poetry," and "The Poets of the Children.

1883

The Rev. Frederick F. Johnson has resigned the
rectorate of Trinity Church, Redlands, California, to
accept the position of diocesan missionary in the
Diocese of Western Massachusetts. This office was recently
created, and Mr. Johnson will be the first to hold it.

1894

Jonathan Mayhew Wainwright, Holland cholar
of the class of '95, M.D., Columbia, 1899, received
shortly after his graduation in medicine the rare
honor of appointment to the headship of the Moses Taylor Hopital at Scranton, Pa., a hospital founded by the great president of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad in the special
interest of railway men and miners. Dr. Wainwright has justified the choice by availing himself of all the literature in French,
German, and Italian as well as English bearing upon the hygiene
of mining, and by conducting clinical investigations specially of
the parasites infecting miners. The issue of the Medical N ~nvs of
April 23cl contains a study by him and his pupil, Henry J

1895
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of " Hookworm Disease and Miners' Anemia in the
Anthracite Coal Fields." The result was the discovery among
400 miners of 44 different parasitic infections in 37 persons. A
reprint of Dr. VVainwright's article is an interesting and valuable
addition to the Alunmi alcove of the library.
The A·merican Journal of Science for January,
1904, contained an article by Robert W. Curtis, B.S.
(in collaboration with F. A. Gooch), on " The
Action of the Halogen Acids upon Vanadic Acid." It has since
been translated into German and published in the Zeitschrift fii-r
A11organische Chenu·e.

1896

1896

Charles hiras Morris of Hartford was married
on June 8th to Miss Grace Root, daughter of Major
and Mrs. Judson H . Root of Hartford.

1urray Coggeshall of
ew York city was
married, May 28th, at St. Paul's Church, Upper
Lachine, Canada, to Miss Janie Mager, daughter of
Mr . John Iagor. Among the ushers were E. Kent Hubbard,
'92, De Forest Hicks, '96, W. S. Langford, '96, and W. H.
Gage, '96.

1896

Dr. Robert S. Starr gave an interesting address
before the Workingmen's Club of Hartford April
rsth on 'What We Owe to Pasteur." It was
printed entire in the Hartford Times of April r6th.

1897

1898

The pre ent address of Austin Cole is 224 Henne
Building, Los .Angeles, California. Mr. Cole is engaged in the real e tate business.

Rev. Philip Cook was married June rst in the
Chapel of the Good . hepherd, ew York city, to
l\Iiss Anita Levin, daughter of Mrs. Martin Henry
vin, thr ceremony being performed by Bishop Mann of Iorth
kota. :\lr. Cook \viii take up work in the Diocese of New

1898

$2
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1898

Dudley C. Graves has severed his connection with
C. R. Phelps & Co. of Boston and accepted a position
with the banking house of F. R. Cooley, Hartford,

Conn.
Woolsey MeA. Johnson, who is in charge of the
1898 metallurgical research laboratory of the Lanyon Zinc
Co. of La Harpe, Kansas, has recently contributed a
series of articles to Elect·rochemical Industry on "The Theory
of Electrode Potential," giving an account of the experimental
facts of electrode potential, showing what it is, how it may be
measured, and the standards against which it is measured. Tlie
final article develops the theory along the line~ of thermodynamics
and osmotic pressure.
At the Washington, D. C., meeting of the American Electrochemical Society he read a paper on "The Reduction Temperature
of Zinc Oxide." The paper, which caused considerable discussion, was printed in the May number of Electrochemical Industry
Dr. F. A. Lund has recently been appointed

K'l:-1898 lecturer in and chief demonstrator of anatomy at the
New York Homeopathic Medical College.

1898
1898

Albert Morey Sturtevant has been reappointed
instructor in German at Harvard University.
Rev. Edward S. Travers has been elected assi t·
ant minister of Trinity Church, Boston, Mass., on the
Greene Foundation.

Edgar F. 'vVaterman, assistant treasurer of
1898 Trinity College, recently delivered a public lecture
in the Town Hall of Franklin, Conn., on "The Promotion of Trusts."
Charles G. Woodward, of the Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company, read a paper on the "Evolution of the Railway, and its Problems " before the
Hartford Chapter of the American Institute of Bank Clerks Fe&.
ruary I, I 904.

1898
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On May 5th Mr. Woodward, who has been making a careful
tudy of coal stocks, and the coal situation generally, presented
some of his results in a letter to the Wall Street Journal. His
letter attracted considerable attention and editorial comment altogether favorable to his conclusions. The article· and the
1oumal' s editorial are as follows :.
THE ANTHRACITE COAL ROADS.
The

Earni~1g

Capacity

To the Editor of The Wall Street JOt4rnal:
In your issue of April 22d is a statement of more than passing significance relative to the earning capacity of the Delaware & Hudson Canal
Company.
22.9% is indicated upon the share-capital. The large earnings of this
property and of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, capitalized upon a
conservative basis and under new managements capable of producing efficiency in operation, in conjunction with the declaration of full dividends
on the Reading second preferred, lead to the question: Why are the coalers
so productive?
From 1833, when the original Reading company was chartered, till
18¢, it had been subjected to a series of financial mistakes and malpractices.
When the reorganized company was turned over in r896 it struggled
under an inordinately heavy burden of capitalization, as the reports of the
ubsequent years show.
Of all the coal carriers the Reading was from its capital liabilities the
·marginal producer. The marginal producer determines the price; therefore the Reading became the price-determining unit.
This company, with its subsidiary line, the Jersey Central, mines the
largest individual output.
Through control of the Reading jointly by the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern and the Baltimore & Ohio, rates are so adjusted as to return
diYidends upon their investments; consequently, the profits of all other
roads vary inversely by comparison with the Reading as regards capitalization and cost of transportation to the delivery point.
This is the patent condition in the coal situation, and the cause of such
unwonted prosperity in the case of the other anthracite carriers.
Besides the factor of increased efficiency in the development of extraordinary profits in 1903, two others were of prime importance:
zd- Unusual demand for coal in 1903 to fill the reserves depleted by
the strike of 1902.
3d- The rise in price of coal delivered at tidewater subsequent to the
strike from $3.6o to $4.90 per ton.- Warfield's Estimate.
Factors zd and 3d were vital in the promotion of profits.
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I9Q2.

Sale of coal at tidewater, per ton
Labor, cost of mining
Other costs
Total

~ost

*4·90
$1. IS

$I.oo
I.OO

I.OO

of coal

Total, after transportation cost, from which
profits originate

I90J

*$3.00

2.00

2.18

*$I .00

*Warfield's Estimates.
As a result of the Coal-Strike-Conciliation-Board-Award the public
pays I30 cents more per ton for coal at tidewater. Meanwhile the urn
against which profit is assignable expanded I I2 cents. Of this increased
cost to the consumer, how much goes to labor and how much goe to
capital?
Eighteen cents, or I3.8 %, labor shares in, while the corporation takes
II2 cents as its proportion, or 86.2 %.
Although, through the strike, labor gained shorter hours, greater pay,
and recognition, yet the bosses are less lenient than formerly, work is
harder, exertion is more concentrated, dockage is onerous, and the cost of
living has advanced. Hence the miners feel themselves more oppressed
than ever, unrest prevails, that by I9o6, when the present contracts expire,
may reach a stage of explosion.
If another strike ensues- and the anthracite coalers may not be unwilling- wages will be increased, the railroad will have a pretext for shifting
the incident, and the public will be penalized.
That the several management lack aversion to strikes can well be realized upon consideration that since the last award to the miners a vertical
increase in the price of coal to the consumer has followed, and instead
of the laborer being benefited to any measurable degree, his condition i ·
relatively the same, while the public, moved by humanitarian reasons toward him, has borne, not without ominous signs of protest, the increased
burden, and put more than $so,ooo,ooo into the treasuries of the coal roads
that would not have been extorted under the coal price schedule of 1902,
thereby making I903 the "banner year" in profits both to coal companies
and the coal roads.
Ar.e values dependent upon earnings derived from the exaction of the
nJaximum net natural monopoly-revenue stable, or do the underlying conditions tend toward heavy losses for the laborers, the railroads, and the
public?

C. G. W.

May 3,

I904·

ANTHRACITE COAL PROFITS.
Our correspondent, C. G. W., raises a que tion whether the protits of
the anthracite coal roads are not larger than they ought to be, and whether
they do not depend upon what he calls "exaction of the maximum net
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natural monopoly revenue." It is difficult not to conclude that the only
answer to this question is in the affirmative. The anthracite coal industry
is as good an example of natural monopoly as can be found in the United
States. The deposits of commercial anthracite are practically all contained
in a pace of about 250 square miles, within easy reach of the Atlantic seaboard. The companies controlling the output and shipment of anthracite
coal are, for the most part, very closely inter-related, and are managed under
a working agreement of the most efficient character. At no time since the
industry as lnned important proportions has it been so ·completely under
control as at pre ent. The average price of anthracite coal at tide-water
is at present at least $r.25 per ton higher than it was two years ago. Retail
prices in New York are as high as at any time, save during periods of
strike. The profits shown by companies such as Lackawanna, and Delaware & Hudson amount to between 20 % and 40 % on the capital stock of
these companies, while even Reading, grotesquely overcapitalized as it' is,
can how a respectable earning capacity on its present capitalization. Does
anyone suppose that this could be done if the monopoly element did not
enter into the matter of prices?
Anthracite coal is at present higher than it ought to be if a fair price,
meaning a fair profit to the producer and shipper, were fixed. Prices and
profits are at pres.ent, beyond doubt, excessive, and there is some truth in
the claim that the public has to put into the treasuries of the coal companies $r per ton, on the 50,ooo,ooo tons of coat. mined per annum, more
than it did in rgo2, when the price was not considered low. The companies ought to be able, and undoubtedly would be able, to make a fair
profit on anthracite at prices which would mean not more than $5 to $5.25
per ton to the consumer in New York city. Whether the investigation into
the so-called coal trust will prove illegality or not, we do not know, but
whatever it does, the result of the exaction of an unfair price for anthracite
will, in time, bring its own undoing.
-Wall Street !o1mwl, May 5, I90.J.

1901

Mr. Frank S. Moorehouse, of the graduating
class of the General Theological Seminary, will take
up work in the missionary district of North Dakota.

NECROLOGY.
The Rev. Alexander Griswold Cummins, salutatorian of the
class of 1851, died at his home in Smyrna, Del., May 10th, in the
seventy-fourth year of his age. He studied theology at the Berkeley Divinity School, and was ordained in 1860. Several years
ago he retired from the active duties of the ministry.
Thomas Brownell Chapman died March 9, 1904, at his home,
No. 7o6 Prospect Avenue, Hartford, Conn., of paralysis, after an
illness of two years. Mr. Chapman suffered an attack of the
grip in 1902, and developments followed that precluded all chances
o£ recovery. Mr. Chapman was born in thi" city January 8,
1859. He was a son of Charles Richard Chapman, mayor of
Hartford from 1866 to 1872, city attorney in 1874, '75, and '76,
and postmaster beginning with 1885. The elder Chapman was
a native of ew Haven. He studied law in New York in the
office of John Van Buren, son of President Van Buren, and afterward became one of Hartford' mo t prominent attorneys-at-law,
and was often sought for public office. His wife was Mrs. Harriet (Putnam) Thomas, daughter of the Rt. Rev. Thomas Brownell, Episcopal Bishop of Connecticut.
The deceased attended the public schools of Hartford, and,
being an apt pupil, prepared for and entered Trinity College at
an early age. He had a disinclination for the professions, and,
after graduation, applied himself diligently to mercantile and
manufacturing interests. He attained success in many ventures.
Prior to his late illness he was the New England agent for
Holmes, Booth & Hayden, brass manufacturers of Waterbury.
Mr. Chapman married Miss Helen Louise Post, a daughter of
the late William H. Post of this city, who survives him, with one
daughter, Miss Priscilla Alden Chapman. He also leaves a
brother, Robert H. Chapman of Torrington, and two sisters,
Mrs. Charles Holland of London, Eng., and Mrs. Howard Dudley Bean of New York city. He was a member of the New York
Sons of Colonial Wars, Trinity Chapter, Delta Psi, and of the
Hartford Club. Mr. Chapman was held in high esteem for his
uprightness in character, geniality of nature, an& for faithfulnes
in his friendship.

